The Distribution Committee consists of the Lord Mayor, as president, and ten members chosen annually by the Council; some of the members have served upon the committee for more than 20 years. The Fund was started at the Mansion House in the year 1873. I was the first president and treasurer, and have been chairman <>f the-Distribution Committee from tae commencement. I have rarely missed attendance at any of tbe meetings, and consfqu-n*ly am perhaps more responsible than any other person for thepreparation of the laws by which the distribution of the money is governed, and for the interpretation which has from time to time been placed on them. All : (1) A sum equal to the income derived from endowments and realised property; (2) the amount received in legacies exceeding ?100 each, unless such legacies have been necessarily spent to meet the current expenditure of the institution; and (3) the expenses of management. In every case the merits and pecuniary needs of the institution concerned shall be fully inquired into and considered by the Distribution Committee, and the award made shall be determined in accordance with the judgment of that committee upon such merits and needs, provided that in no case shall the grant be reduced below the arithmetical basis, or withheld, until a conference shall have been sought with the managing committee of the hospital affected. The management and the cost of maintenance,, and here again it has to be worked out arithmetically. We take the relation between management and maintenance, asit is taken by the Hospital Sunday Fund, and then instead of leaving it to the discretion of our Distribution Committee, we say that where the management costs 10 percent. of the maintenance the hospital loses one mark, where it is 13 per cent, it loses two marks, where it is 16 it loses three, 19 four, 22 five, and where it is over 22 it loses six marks. So it is quite possible under this system that a hospital which is extremely expensively managed would get no marks at all for economy. I ought to have explained how we divide the money which we have got to distribute so as to bring in these considerations of relief, economy, and efficiency. We do it in this way. Of the amount available for distribution fivesixths is to be awarded for relief and efficiency, and onesixth for economy.
Then the marks which are given under these different heads are divided into the money which is to be distributed, and so you get exactly the value of ar> economy mark, a relief mark, or an efficiency mark.
Method of Assessing Relief. Now I turn to the relief part of our system of distribution, and here I may say that I really think that tbe difference batween the Saturday and Sunday Funds issmaller than it appears at first sight to be. By deducting, the proprietary revenue from the expenditure, as is done by the Sunday Fund, some account must be taken of thework which is done. The Saturday Fund [does this too, but it does it more directly. We count heads; we see the number who are actually treated, and we allow a certain number of these to count towards marks. I say to count towards marks because it is obviously necessary in working out a system based as ours is on the number of patienta treated that some consideration should be given to the income which is in the possession of the hospitals, otherwise St. Bartholomew's, according to a system of merely counting patients, would get a far Jarger grant than perhaps any other hospital in London, whereas, as a matter of fact, it does not require a grant at all. The system we have adopted isthis.
We only count as patients for the purpose of relief marks those who are not paid for either by patients themselves or by the proprietary revenue possessed by a hospita'r and that immediately, of course, cuts out a hospital like St, Bartholomew's, which requires no income from charitablesources at all. We go further; we say there are a certain number of hospitals in London which are really paying institutions?I will not mention names?and so we have made a rule that where a hospital receives 75 per cent., or upwards, of the cost of maintenance from its patients they must not receive an award at all. We therefore put them m the category of paying hospitals, and if any of our subscribers wantto go to that hospital we buy the letters and put the matter frankly on a commercial basis. Then we come to the outpatient department. One more word, though, I have to say first of all as to the relief-marks for in-patients. We have been seeking about for some time to find out how it would be possible for us to help hospitals like St. Thomas's, which have been obliged to close some of their wards for fear of running into debt. It is not easy to devise a system which shall be fair to other hospitals, but after considerablethought we have come to the conclusion that we may do itin this way, by asking for a return of the daily average number of beds occupied and the number of beds in tbe hospital which could be occupied if the hospital were in a position to fill them. We give, in the case of general hospitals,, one mark for every two beds which are not occupied for th? reason which I have stated. Therefore, we give to those hospitals which are so poor that they cannot make full use of their buildings, and which are so careful that they will not run into debt1, a bit of a pull ever the hospitals which are- Hospital for the use of the board room were also given, and
The meeting terminated.
